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Abstract: The coupling of pyroelectricity, semiconductor, and optical excitation yields the pyro-
phototronic effect, which has been extensively utilized in photodetectors. It can also enhance the
performance of light energy harvesting nanogenerators. In this work, a pyro-phototronic effect-
enhanced MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator has been successfully demonstrated, which
can harvest broadband light energy (from deep UV to near-infrared) and still operate at 200 ◦C.
The morphology of the ZnO layer and the MXene layer’s thickness have been further optimized
for better light energy harvesting performance. For the optimized heterojunction nanogenerator,
the responsivity can be improved from ~0.2 mA/W to ~3.5 mA/W by pyro-phototronic effect,
under 0.0974 mW/cm2 365 nm UV illumination. Moreover, the coupling of pyro-phototronic and
piezo-phototronic effects in MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerators has been investigated. The
results indicate that only a small tensile strain could improve the nanogenerator’s performance. The
working mechanisms have been carefully analyzed, and the modulation of piezoelectric charges on
the Schottky barrier height is found to be the key factor. These results demonstrate the enormous
potential of the pyro-phototronic effect in light energy harvesting nanogenerators and illustrate the
coupling of pyro-phototronic and piezo-phototronic effects for further performance improvement.
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1. Introduction

A nanogenerator is a device capable of harvesting ambient energies and converting
them into electricity [1–4]. Being invented in 2006 for the first time by Prof. Zhong Lin
Wang, it is composed of ZnO nanowires (NWs) and designed for harvesting mechanical
energy [5]. With an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip scanning across the ZnO NWs,
mechanical energy is converted into electricity by the piezoelectric effect of ZnO. The fields
of nanogenerators develop very quickly and in 2012, Prof. Zhong Lin Wang discovered
the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) [6]. TENG utilizes triboelectrification to produce
electricity and originates from Maxwell’s displacement current [7–10]. Consequently,
TENG could scavenge nearly all kinds of mechanical energies, including vibration [11–15],
sound [16–18], walking [19], running [20], wind [21], and even blue energy [22–25]. Oceans
have colossal energy, and they offer the possibility of substituting fossil energy in the
future. However, harvesting water wave energy from the sea is challenging because of
the low frequency, wide distribution, and complex environment. TENG has outstanding
energy harvesting performances at low frequency and low impact conditions, making it a
superior candidate for harvesting ocean water wave energy, which is also referred to as
blue energy. In addition to mechanical energy, thermal energy could also be harvested by
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nanogenerators based on the pyroelectric effect [26]. Several pyroelectric nanogenerators
have been designed and reported to effectively harvest thermal energy induced by ambient
temperature variations [27–30].

Coupled with semiconductor and optical excitation, pyroelectricity has been proven
to significantly improve the photodetector’s performance [31]. In 2015, a perovskite/ZnO
heterojunction with photocurrent improvement by pyroelectricity was reported for the first
time [31]. The three-field coupling effect has been named the pyro-phototronic effect, i.e.,
utilizing the light itself induced heating ability to produce a pyroelectric effect and then
modulate the photodetector’s performances [31,32]. A lot of research has been conducted on
the pyro-phototronic effect in the past few years, from the temperature dependence [33,34]
and different materials [35,36] to device structure optimization [37,38] and broadband light
response [39,40]. It is shown that a lower ambient temperature is preferred for a better pyro-
phototronic effect [33]. This is well-accepted as the light heating would be more obvious
at lower ambient temperatures. It is also proved that the thickness of the material chosen
for the pyro-phototronic effect should be neither too large nor too small [37]. Though the
pyro-phototronic effect has been extensively utilized in the photodetector, there are just a
few researches focusing on its application in light energy harvesting nanogenerators.

Since ZnO is a promising wide bandgap semiconductor material that simultaneously
owns piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity [41–43], it has become famous in the research
fields of piezo-phototronics and pyro-phototronics [44,45]. In addition, compared to other
semiconductor materials that also own piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity, for instance,
GaN and CdS, the syntheses of ZnO and its nanostructures are much more feasible. The
growth of GaN or CdS typically requires either high temperature or high pressure, whereas
ZnO and its nanostructures can be grown at low temperature (<100 ◦C) and ambient
pressure [46–48]. Meanwhile, as a new member of two-dimensional materials, MXene
exhibits high electrical conductivity, electronegativity, good mechanical stability, etc., and
consequently has been vastly demonstrated in nanogenerators for energy conversion
improvement [49–51]. Moreover, MXene also has fascinating thermal conductivity, which
is promising in fabricating high-performance pyro-phototronic nanogenerators as the pyro-
phototronic effect is dominated by the light-induced transient temperature variation [52–56].
Considering all the advantages discussed above, an MXene/ZnO heterojunction device
should be a promising candidate as a pyro-phototronic nanogenerator.

In this work, by sputtering a ZnO thin film and spin-coating an MXene layer conse-
quently on an ITO/glass substrate, an MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator for light
energy harvesting is fabricated. Its response to 254, 365, and 405 nm illuminations has been
characterized. Then, the performances of the nanogenerator and the pyro-phototronic effect-
induced improvement were systematically investigated for different light wavelengths.
The results indicate that the pyro-phototronic effect could improve the performances of
nanogenerators significantly. The working temperature of nanogenerators has also been
studied, and the results show that it could still work at 200 ◦C high temperature. Further-
more, the influences of ZnO’s morphology and MXene’s thickness have been studied and
optimized. Finally, by fabricating a flexible MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator
on an ITO/PET substrate, the coupling between pyro-phototronic and piezo-phototronic
effects has been studied experimentally and analyzed theoretically. This work not only
demonstrates the huge potential of the pyro-phototronic effect in light energy harvesting
nanogenerators but also illustrates the coupling of pyro-phototronic and piezo-phototronic
effects for further performance improvement.

2. Materials and Methods

In the experiment, ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) conductive glass (square
resistance < 10 ohm/sq, transmittance ≥ 83%) was selected, and it was cleaned with ultra-
sonication for 5 min each with acetone, ethanol, and deionized water. The tape was used to
cover part of the ITO region as the bottom electrode. Then, different morphologies of ZnO
layers were obtained by different methods.
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A 100 nm ZnO seed layer was first deposited on an ITO/glass substrate by radio
frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering (Model GJP-450) at room temperature, and the ZnO-
seed-coated ITO/glass was then placed in a different mixed nutrient solution for further
growth of ZnO nanowires. ZnO nanowires (NWs) were grown by a hydrothermal heating
method in a mechanical convection oven (Model STH120). Four mixed nutrient solutions
have been prepared to evaluate the influence of ZnO NWs’ morphology on the performance
of the MXene/ZnO heterojunction pyro-phototronic nanogenerator.

For the first group (marked as #1), 25 mM Zn(NO3)2 and 12.5 mM HMTA were
prepared and well mixed as the nutrient solution, and 5.4 mL of ammonium hydroxide
(Alfa Aesar) was added per 100 mL of mixed nutrient solution. The ZnO seed layer coated
ITO/glass substrate was then placed to float on the surface of the mixed nutrient solution
with the ZnO seed layer facing down and in contact with the mixed nutrient solution.
Then, the whole mixed nutrient solution together with floating ZnO seed-coated ITO/glass
substrate was heated to 95 ◦C and kept at 95 ◦C for 1 h (i.e., the growth time of ZnO NWs).
After the entire system was cooled down to room temperature, the samples were cleaned
with deionized water and dried with high-purity nitrogen.

For the second group (marked as #2), 25 mM Zn(NO3)2 and 25 mM HMTA were
prepared and well mixed as the nutrient solution without ammonium hydroxide. The
growth processes of ZnO NWs are exactly the same as described in Group #1. The only
difference is that the temperature is set to 80 ◦C and the growth time is 3 h.

Then, the concentration of the mixed nutrient solution was changed to 50 mM and
100 mM in another two groups (marked as #3 and #4, separately). The growth temperature
and time are set as 80 ◦C and 3 h, and all the other parameters are also kept the same as in
Group #2.

Finally, a group (marked as #5) only using ZnO thin film was prepared for comparison.
The ZnO thin film was directly deposited on the ITO/glass substrate by RF magnetron
sputtering (GDP-450). During the sputtering, the chamber pressure was kept at 1.0 Pa, the
power was 120 W, the temperature was room temperature, and the growth time period
was 30 min. The oxygen and argon gases with a ratio of O2:Ar = 1:2 were injected into the
chamber as reacting and carrying gases, respectively.

The MXene utilized in our experiments is purchased from Nanjing XFNANO Materials
Tech Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). The Ti3C2Tx MXene thin layer (number of layers is
approximately 1~5) dispersion solution, with a concentration of 2.5 mg/mL and solvent of
water, is purchased and directly utilized in the experiments without any further treatment.
The fabrication process of the MXene layer on ZnO is described as follows: First, the ZnO
NWs (or ZnO thin film) coated ITO/glass substrate was fixed on a planar plate for the
spin-coating of the MXene layer. Next, 5 µL of the purchased Ti3C2Tx MXene thin layer
dispersion liquid was taken by pipette. Then, the liquid was dropped onto ZnO and the
planar plate was controlled to rotate at a rotation speed of 1000 rpm for 1 min. After the
rotation, the substrate was kept at room temperature in the normal ambient environment
for 15 min. The moisture in the liquid was dried naturally, and finally, the Ti3C2Tx MXene
layer was formed on ZnO.

To investigate the influence of the spin-coated MXene layer’s thickness on the perfor-
mance of the MXene/ZnO heterojunction pyro-phototronic nanogenerator, the rotation
speed was altered to 800 rpm, 500 rpm, and 0 rpm, respectively. It is worth noting that a
rotation speed of 0 rpm indicates no rotation at all, and the substrate was directly kept at
room temperature for 15 min after the liquid dropped onto ZnO. Therefore, an increase in
the thickness of the MXene layer with a decrease in the rotation speed can be expected. The
test wires were connected to the Ti3C2TX MXene film and the bottom ITO by silver paste.

For flexible devices, ITO/PET (polyethylene terephthalate film) flexible conductive
film (square resistance: 60 ohm/sq) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Shanghai, China)
and directly used as the substrate without any further treatment. It was first cleaned with
ultrasonication for 5 min each with acetone, ethanol, and deionized water. Then, ZnO
thin film was obtained by RF magnetron sputtering (GDP-450) on ITO/PET for 30 min
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at room temperature with the same parameters, and flexible MXene/ZnO heterojunction
was obtained by using a 1000 rpm homogenizer. The test wires were connected to the
Ti3C2TX MXene film and the bottom ITO region by silver paste. The effective area of the
ITO/glass substrate-based devices is fixed at 5 mm × 10 mm. The effective area of the
flexible ITO/PET substrate-based devices is fixed at 3.75 mm × 10 mm. For all the devices
based on both substrates, the whole area of devices is illuminated by the incident light,
meaning that the effective area of devices and the area of illumination are the same.

The microstructures of the Ti3C2TX MXene layer, ZnO NWs, and ZnO thin film were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (GeminiSEM 500, ZEISS, Oberkochen,
Germany). The crystal structure, element analysis, and photoluminescence (PL) of spin-
coated Ti3C2TX MXene and ZnO layers were characterized. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
characterization was conducted by a Bruker D8 ADVANC diffractometer. The X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization was carried out by Thermo Fisher ESCALAB
Xi+, Waltham, MA, USA. The PL characterization was realized by HORIBA LabRAM
Odyssey Nano, Kyoto, Japan, utilizing a He-Cd 325 nm laser as the excitation source.

The electrical signals of the devices were measured and recorded by a two-channel
precision source/measure unit set (B2902A, Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA, USA). Optical input
was provided by commonly seen light sources and lasers (wavelengths of 254 nm, 365
nm, 405 nm, and others). The UV light sources (254 nm and 365 nm) were provided by a
handheld UV lamp (Model WFH-204B, Shanghai Xu Chang, Shanghai, China). The power
density was controlled by modulating the distance between the lamp and the device. The
405 nm light source was provided by a semiconductor laser (Model M-16A405-100-GLX,
MTO-laser, Guangzhou, China). Four other semiconductor lasers (532, 648, 780, and 830
nm) were also purchased from MTO-laser. A continuously variable filter (OMMB-NDFC50,
Zolix, Xi’an, China) was used to control the power density.

3. Results and Discussion

The device structure of MXene/ZnO heterojunction fabricated on an ITO/glass sub-
strate is schematically shown in Figure 1a, composed of the stacking of a spin-coated
MXene layer on a ZnO layer. As described above in the Section 2, first, the MXene/ZnO het-
erojunction based solely on sputtered ZnO thin film is fabricated and studied. The rotation
speed during the spin-coating of MXene is controlled at 1000 rpm, and the sputtering time
of ZnO thin film is 30 min. Figure 1b,c present the top and cross-sectional SEM images of
as-fabricated MXene/ZnO heterojunction. It is clearly shown that the surface morphology
of the spin-coated MXene layer is smooth and uniformly distributed. Moreover, it forms
a good contact with the bottom sputtered ZnO thin-film layer. The thickness of the ZnO
thin film is ~165.9 nm and that of the top MXene layer is ~35 nm, due to the rotation speed
during the spin-coating being relatively high.

The XRD and XPS characterizations of MXene/ZnO heterojunction have been con-
ducted, and the results are shown in Figure S1. As clearly presented in Figure S1a, the XRD
result shows a distinctive peak at 2θ ≈ 6.7◦, corresponding to the (002) peak of the Ti3C2Tx
MXene [57,58]. The XRD result also shows a sharp peak at 2θ ≈ 34.5◦, corresponding to
the (002) peak of the ZnO. Other peaks are recognized from the soda-lime glass substrate,
which is used to prepare MXene/ZnO heterojunction for the characterization. The XRD
result verifies the existence of a spin-coated MXene layer and indicates the good crystalline
structure of wurtzite ZnO, which owns c-axis orientation and excellent piezoelectricity
and pyroelectricity.

Figure S1b shows the high-resolution XPS spectra of ZnO O1s, which have three fitted
Gaussian peaks, corresponding to the lattice oxygen (OLattice), oxygen vacancy (VO), and
chemically absorbed oxygen (OH−), respectively [59,60]. The area of OLattice is the largest
while VO’s is the smallest, implying an excellent crystalline structure. Figure S1c,d show
the high-resolution XPS spectra of Ti3C2Tx C1s and O1s. The C and Ti elements should
be originated from the Ti3C2Tx MXene itself. The O element could originate from the
oxidation of Ti3C2Tx MXene or beneath the ZnO. The C1s fitting indicates that the C–C
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bond is the most, and others are the C–Ti and C–O bonds [58]. The O1s fitting illustrates
that the bonding to Ti3C2 and Ti is the dominant, while only a very small portion comes
from absorbed H2O [58]. These XPS results show the good formation of the MXene/ZnO
heterojunction, which is important for pyro-phototronic nanogenerators.
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Figure 1. Fundamentals of MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator: (a) the device struc-
ture, (b) top view of SEM image, (c) cross–sectional view of SEM image, (d) I–V characteristics
under 365 nm UV illumination with different power densities, and (e) working mechanism of
pyro-phototronic effect.

The PL property of MXene/ZnO heterojunction has been characterized and the result
is shown in Figure S2. The PL spectrum of MXene/ZnO heterojunction in Figure S2
obviously presents a strong peak around 400 nm, which should correspond to ZnO. There
are also a few very small and wide peaks that exist in the visible and near-infrared regions,
which indicates the possible existence of sub-band energy levels originating from the
oxygen vacancies in ZnO and other defects. These PL spectrum results clearly illustrate
the excellent response of MXene/ZnO heterojunction to UV illumination and also the
possibility of responding to visible and near-infrared illuminations.

Then, the current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of MXene/ZnO heterojunction are
measured under dark conditions and 365 nm UV illumination, as shown in Figure 1d.
From the measured I–V results, the MXene/ZnO heterojunction shows good rectification
behavior, indicating good electrical contact between MXene and ZnO. Under 365 nm UV
illumination, the MXene/ZnO heterojunction presents obvious photoresponse at forward
bias, where the current at +2 V bias increases dramatically from ~15 mA under dark
conditions to ~25 mA under 0.276 mW/cm2 365 nm UV illumination.

From the I–V curves in Figure 1d, the rectification ratio of MXene/ZnO heterojunction
under different power densities is derived, summarized, and plotted. The results are
shown in Figure S3. It is obvious that the rectification ratio of MXene/ZnO heterojunction
is around 40 and increases only a little as the power density of illumination increases. These
results indicate that the spin-coated MXene layer has a good Schottky contact with the
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synthesized ZnO layer and the fabricated MXene/ZnO heterojunction responds well to the
illuminated UV light.

To demonstrate the transient photoresponse of MXene/ZnO heterojunction, its time-
dependent currents at 0 V bias (i.e., at self-powered mode, which could also be recognized
as a nanogenerator harvesting light energy) under 365 nm UV illumination with different
power densities have been characterized and plotted in Figure 2a. From the measured
results, the transient current shows a clear four-stage behavior, which directly corresponds
to the pyro-phototronic effect. The fundamental mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1e.
Once the incident light is absorbed by the MXene/ZnO heterojunction, the photon energy
produces photogenerated electrons and holes in ZnO. Simultaneously, the temperature of
ZnO would also increase to some degree, yielding a positive transient temperature rise
rate dT/dt > 0. Considering that ZnO is a pyroelectric semiconductor, this positive dT/dt
would produce a transient pyroelectric current spike, which is clearly stage I. As the light
keeps illuminating, the temperature of ZnO surely saturates to a stable value, indicating
that dT/dt = 0. As a result, the pyroelectric current spike disappears, and the current of
MXene/ZnO then decreases to saturation, which should be induced by the photovoltaic
effect (stage II). To better recognize these different current components, the pyroelectric
current spike is named as Ipyro, and the photovoltaic effect-induced current is named as
Iphoto. Therefore, the total current at stage I should be the sum of them, which is named
as Ipyro+photo = Ipyro + Iphoto, indicating the cooperation of pyroelectric and photovoltaic
effects, i.e., the pyro-phototronic effect. Stage III is actually the reverse part of the stage I.
When the illumination is off, the temperature of ZnO decreases, and it yields a negative
transient temperature fall rate dT/dt < 0. Consequently, a reverse transient pyroelectric
current spike occurs at stage III. Surely, the temperature of ZnO would quickly become
stable, and thus, dT/dt goes back to zero again under dark conditions, meaning that the
total current recovers to the dark current (stage IV). These results demonstrate that the
pyro-phototronic effect could significantly enhance the photoresponse of MXene/ZnO
heterojunction and hence the performance of light energy harvesting nanogenerators.

As clearly shown in Figure 2a, both the Ipyro+photo and Iphoto increase with the power
density of 365 nm incident light. This is reasonable since the temperature variation of ZnO
as well as the photovoltaic effect should be much stronger under a larger power density of
illumination. The three current components have been derived and plotted together as a
function of the power density of 365 nm incident light in Figure 2b. With the increment of
power density, Iphoto only increases slightly, whereas Ipyro+photo as well as Ipyro has a signif-
icant enhancement, rising from ~−40 nA to ~−140 nA, while the power density ranging
from 0.0615 mW/cm2 to 0.276 mW/cm2. Evidently, the photovoltaic effect-induced current
Iphoto is much smaller than the pyroelectric current Ipyro, and as a consequence, the total cur-
rent Ipyro+photo is mainly contributed by the pyroelectric effect. These results quantitatively
prove the prominent enhancement of light energy harvesting nanogenerators.

The sensitivity of a photodetector could be expressed by different figures of merits,
including responsivity, detectivity, and on/off ratio. Here, the on/off ratio is calculated
as the sensitivity by Ipyro+photo/Idark, Ipyro/Idark, and Iphoto/Idark, respectively. The sensi-
tivity of fabricated MXene/ZnO heterojunction is then derived, calculated, and plotted
in Figure S4. From Figure S4, obviously, the sensitivity increases with the power density
and is significantly improved by the pyro-phototronic effect. The sensitivity is enhanced
from 1.3 to 17.3 under 0.2761 mW/cm2 illumination, indicating the great potential of the
pyro-phototronic effect in nanogenerators.
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Figure 2. Pyro-phototronic effect in MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator: (a) transient current
at 0 V bias under 365 nm illumination with different power densities, (b) three current components
under 365 nm illumination, (c) responsivity and (d) its relative variation under 365 nm illumination,
and (e) the specific detectivities under 365 nm illumination.

In addition to the current and sensitivity, the other two parameters are also valuable to
evaluate the performance of MXene/ZnO heterojunction light energy harvesting nanogen-
erators: the responsivity R and the specific detectivity D*, which are also the key figures of
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merit of a photodetector. Here, R is defined as Rpyro+photo = Ipyro+photo/(Plight × S) for pyro-
phototronic effect and Rphoto = Iphoto/(Plight × S) for only photovoltaic effect, where Plight is
the power density of incident light, and S is the effective area of MXene/ZnO heterojunction.
In this work, the specific detectivity D* is calculated by considering the dark current as the
main contributor to noise. So, D* is defined as D*pyro+photo = Rpyro+photo/(2q × Idark/S)0.5

for pyro-phototronic effect and D*photo = Rphoto/(2q × Idark/S)0.5 for only photovoltaic ef-
fect, where q is the element charge and Idark is the dark current of MXene/ZnO
heterojunction as the main noise source. The responsivity, its relative variation
∆R/Rphoto = (Rpyro+photo − Rphoto)/Rphoto, and detectivity as a function of power density of
365 nm incident light are calculated and plotted in Figure 2c–e, respectively. Compared to
photovoltaic effect-induced Rphoto and D*photo, the pyro-phototronic effect has brought dra-
matic improvements. R has been improved from ~0.1 mA/W to ~1.3 mA/W (by averaging
over all the power densities) and D from ~20 × 108 Jones to ~160 × 108 Jones (by averaging
over all the power densities). Moreover, it is worth noting that, as illustrated in Figure 2d,
∆R/Rphoto increases monotonously with a power density of 365 nm UV illumination. This
phenomenon should be attributed to the excellent absorption of UV light of ZnO, due to its
wide bandgap of ~3.4 eV. Once the power density of 365 nm UV illumination increases,
more electrons and holes are generated, and a larger temperature variation rate dT/dt
is induced, leading to the increase in relative variation of responsivity. The maximum
enhancement in responsivity by the pyro-phototronic effect reaches over 1200%. These
improvements in R and D* further validate the outstanding role the pyro-phototronic effect
plays in light energy harvesting nanogenerators.

Furthermore, the MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator’s response to 254 nm
deep UV and 405 nm visible illuminations are measured. As shown in Figure S5a,d, the
as-fabricated MXene/ZnO heterojunction also presents good photoresponses to 254 and
405 nm illuminations at forward bias. Figure 3a,d show the transient current at 0 V bias
in response to the two illuminations with different power densities. Similar to the results
in Figure 2a, the current also shows distinctive four-stage behavior and increases with
power density. As summarized in Figure 3b,e, Ipyro+photo increases from ~−20 nA to
~−60 nA for 254 nm illumination and from ~−10 nA to ~−200 nA for 405 nm illumination,
respectively. The responsivities under 254 and 405 nm illuminations and their relative
variations are further calculated and summarized in Figure S5b,c,e,f. These results once
again prove the evident enhancement by the pyro-phototronic effect. Compared to Rphoto,
Rpyro+photo still exhibits a large increase. However, it is notable that the relative variation of
responsivity decreases with power density for 254 nm illumination and randomly changes
with power density for 405 nm illumination. These different phenomena should have
resulted from the weak heating ability of 254 nm illumination and the weak absorption
of 405 nm illumination in ZnO. In the case of 254 nm deep UV illumination, Ipyro+photo
first increases and then quickly rises to saturation while increasing power density. But
Iphoto increases steadily with power density, finally resulting in a decrease in the relative
variation of responsivity as shown in Figure S5c. In the case of 405 nm visible illumination,
though the Ipyro+photo increases monotonously to over ~−200 nA, it is achieved under
a large power density of 13.2 mW/cm2. Thus, the Rpyro+photo falls quickly with power
density. Meanwhile, considering the fact that Rphoto also decreases with power density,
the relative variation of responsivity randomly changes as shown in Figure S5f. The
specific detectivity D* of the MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator under 254 and
405 nm illuminations exhibits similar dependence on the power density and also great
enhancement by the pyro-phototronic effect compared to the photovoltaic effect, as clearly
presented in Figure 3c,f.
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Figure 3. Pyro-phototronic effect in MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerators. Transient current
at 0 V bias under (a) 254 and (d) 405 nm illumination with different power densities. Three current
components under (b) 254 and (e) 405 nm illumination. The specific detectivities under (c) 254 and
(f) 405 nm illumination.

Furthermore, according to Figures 2 and 3, the detectivity of the MXene/ZnO hetero-
junction to all three wavelength illuminations tends to first increase and then gradually
decrease. The difference is that when illuminated by UV light (254 nm and 365 nm), the
increase in detectivity at low power density is not very obvious. But when illuminated by
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405 nm light, the detectivity’s increase becomes more distinctive. This phenomenon might
be caused by the nonlinear relation between the temperature variation rate dT/dt and the
power density. Definitely, the dT/dt would increase with power density. However, at low
power density, the increment of dT/dt should be larger than that at high power density
since part of the incident light’s power is wasted. A similar relationship could be observed
between the photoresponse current and the power density. When the power density is
small, nearly all the photo-excited carriers can be collected. Whereas a lot of photo-excited
carriers would recombine and hence only partial photo-excited carriers could be collected at
high power density. Consequently, the detectivity first increases a little and then gradually
decreases. This could be solved by designing the device’s surface morphology to optimize
the light-induced heating ability.

Since the pyro-phototronic effect originates from the light-induced temperature varia-
tion rate dT/dt in ZnO, the as-fabricated MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator should
be able to harvest other visible and even near-infrared illuminations. Figure 4a,b show
the light wavelength (from deep UV to near-infrared) dependent transient current of MX-
ene/ZnO heterojunction at 0 V bias. Obviously and consistently, the pyro-phototronic effect
improves the current significantly under 254, 365, and 405 nm illuminations. However, for
other light wavelengths, including 532, 648, 780, and 830 nm illuminations, both Ipyro+photo
and Iphoto decrease greatly at a scale of only a few nanoamperes. As ZnO hardly absorbs
visible and near-infrared illuminations, the temperature variation rate dT/dt should be
very small. Consequently, the transient current originating from the light-induced tem-
perature variation rate dT/dt also becomes very small. The responsivities for different
light wavelengths have been calculated and plotted in Figure 4c. It shows the same mod-
ulations by the pyro-phototronic effect. Here, since the response currents under visible
and near-infrared illuminations are too small (~a few nanoamperes), the corresponding
responsivities are also much smaller than that under 254, 365, and 405 nm illuminations, at
the scale of only a few µA/W. These results show the possible ability of the MXene/ZnO
heterojunction nanogenerator to harvest visible and near-infrared illuminations, but the
performance still needs significant improvement. One possible solution is the introduction
of a narrow bandgap semiconductor, which could better absorb the incident light.

The performance improvement resulting from the pyro-phototronic effect has been
further investigated under high-temperature conditions. Since the pyro-phototronic effect
is induced by light-induced temperature variation rate dT/dt of ZnO, it is expected that
performance improvement by the pyro-phototronic effect could be further strengthened by
lowering the temperature. Therefore, it is hard to perform the pyro-phototronic effect under
high-temperature conditions. Figure 4d presents the I–V characteristics of MXene/ZnO
heterojunction under dark and different temperature conditions. When the temperature
increases from room temperature (RT) to 200 ◦C, the reverse current remains almost un-
changed, and the forward current increases to some degree. While the temperature further
increases to 300 ◦C, both reverse and forward currents increase greatly, indicating the reduc-
tion in rectification behavior of MXene/ZnO heterojunction. Figure 4e–h show the transient
current of MXene/ZnO heterojunction under 0.276 mW/cm2 365 nm UV illumination
with different temperatures. It is obvious that the pyro-phototronic effect works very well
under RT and 120 ◦C. However, it vanishes under a high temperature of 300 ◦C. This is
because of the high dark current Idark (~hundreds of nanoamperes) and the weak heating
ability of light illumination at a high temperature of 300 ◦C. Fascinatingly, though the pyro-
phototronic effect is largely reduced, it could still work at 200 ◦C, presenting an Ipyro+photo of
~a few dozen nanoamperes. These results clearly show the potential of a pyro-phototronic
effect-enhanced light energy harvesting nanogenerator at high temperatures.
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Figure 4. Broadband and high–temperature performances: (a,b) transient current at different light
wavelengths, (c) responsivity at different light wavelengths, (d) I–V characteristics under dark
conditions at different temperatures, and (e–h) transient current at different temperatures.

To investigate the influence of the ZnO layer on the pyro-phototronic effect in MX-
ene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerators, the hydrothermal method has been introduced to
grow ZnO nanowires (NWs) on an ITO/glass substrate before spin-coating an MXene layer.
The details of the hydrothermal growth of ZnO NWs can be found in the Section 2. Here,
for simplification, MXene/ZnO NWs heterojunctions fabricated using different ZnO layers
are numbered correspondingly, as indicated in Table 1. The #5 sample is the MXene/ZnO
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heterojunction discussed above. So here, only the other four samples based on ZnO NWs
are systematically investigated.

Table 1. Number of MXene/ZnO NWs heterojunctions fabricated using different ZnO layers.

Number ZnO Thin Film or
ZnO NWs Growth Method Figure

#1 ZnO NWs
25 mM Zn(NO3)2 + 12.5 mM

HMTA + 5.4 mL NH4OH,
95 ◦C, 1 h

Figure S6

#2 ZnO NWs 25 mM Zn(NO3)2 + 25 mM
HMTA, 80 ◦C, 3 h Figure S7

#3 ZnO NWs 50 mM Zn(NO3)2 + 50 mM
HMTA, 80 ◦C, 3 h Figure S8

#4 ZnO NWs 100 mM Zn(NO3)2 + 100 mM
HMTA, 80 ◦C, 3 h Figure S9

#5 ZnO thin film Sputtering, RT, 30 min Figures 1–3 and S5

The top and cross-sectional SEM images, I–V characteristics, and transient current at
0 V bias under 365 and 405 nm illuminations are summarized in Figures S6–S9, respectively.
All the cross-sectional SEM images show the well-grown ZnO NWs on the ZnO seed
layer but with different NW lengths and diameters. The ZnO NWs grown in higher
concentration solutions show larger diameters. While the ZnO NWs grown with ammonia
own larger length. All top SEM images indicate good coverage of ZnO NWs by spin-
coated MXene layer, and the surfaces of MXene layers are all smooth and uniformly
distributed. The I–V characteristics validate the good contact between the MXene layer
and ZnO NWs, presenting good rectification behavior and excellent response to 365 and
405 nm illuminations. However, compared to the MXene/ZnO heterojunction based on
ZnO thin film, the four samples based on ZnO NWs have much weaker pyro-phototronic
effect modulation. These results are attributable to the long ZnO NWs. When the incident
light illuminates on the MXene/ZnO heterojunction, photons would be absorbed mainly
in the top region of ZnO. As a consequence, electrons and holes are mainly produced
in the top region, and the temperature variation also happens mainly in the top region.
For the MXene/ZnO heterojunction based on ZnO thin film, because the thickness of
ZnO thin film is relatively small, on the one hand, the photo-generated carriers could
transport to the MXene layer and bottom ITO layer for collection; on the other hand, the
temperature variation rate of whole ZnO thin film is apparent. These two conditions
together yield excellent pyro-phototronic effect modulation in MXene/ZnO heterojunction
based on ZnO thin film. However, for MXene/ZnO heterojunction based on ZnO NWs,
because the length of ZnO NWs is relatively large, the photo-generated carriers could
hardly transport to electrodes for collection. Meanwhile, since only the top region of ZnO
NWs is heated by illumination, the temperature variation rate of the whole ZnO NWs
should be relatively small. Consequently, the pyro-phototronic effect modulation is much
weaker in MXene/ZnO heterojunction based on ZnO NWs. If the pyro-phototronic effect
is not considered, i.e., a forward +2 V bias is applied instead of 0 V bias, the responses of
MXene/ZnO heterojunctions based on ZnO NWs would outperform the one based on ZnO
thin film. As clearly shown in Figure S10, both R and D* at forward +2 V bias under 365
and 405 nm illuminations of the four ZnO NWs-based samples are larger than that of the
#5 sample.

Furthermore, the influence of the rotation speed during the spin-coating of the MXene
layer on the pyro-phototronic effect in the MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator
has been systematically studied. The rotation speed is controlled at 1000 rpm for the
MXene/ZnO heterojunction discussed above. Here, it is controlled at three other speeds,
including 800, 500, and 0 rpm. The 0 rpm means that the MXene solution is directly
dropped onto the surface of the ZnO layer without rotation. ZnO thin film synthesized
by sputtering for 30 min is chosen for all the heterojunctions studied here. The SEM
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images and corresponding I–V characteristics are plotted in Figure S11a1–a3 and S11b1–b3,
respectively. As shown in Figure S11a1–a3, with the decrease in rotation speed, the thickness
of the MXene layer gradually increases, with ~500 nm at 0 rpm. Compared to the I–V
characteristic shown in Figure 1d, the ones shown in Figure S11b1–b3 present weaker
rectification behavior and poor response to 365 nm UV illumination at forward +2 V bias.
However, these three MXene/ZnO heterojunctions based on different rotation speeds
during the spin-coating of the MXene layer exhibit a good pyro-phototronic effect, as
illustrated in Figure 5a,c,e. From Figure 5a,c, when the rotation speed decreases from
1000 rpm to 800/500 rpm, the pyroelectric current spike Ipyro has been greatly enhanced
from ~−100 nA (on average) to ~−250 nA/~−150 nA (on average). While the rotation
speed further decreases to 0 rpm, Ipyro decreases to ~−40 nA (on average), as shown in
Figure 5e. These results are due to the trade-off between carrier transportation and the
temperature variation rate of ZnO. When the thickness of MXene is increased from ~35 nm
(Figure 1c) to hundreds of nanometers, the formation of the MXene layer is more solid and
compact, therefore enhancing carrier transportation. However, the increase in the MXene
layer’s thickness would of course affect the temperature variation rate of ZnO to some
degree, which reduces the pyroelectric effect in ZnO. Due to the combination of these two
conditions, the pyro-phototronic effect is enhanced first and then decreased with decreasing
rotation speed.
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The three current components of these three heterojunctions are derived and sum-
marized in Figure 5b,d,f, clearly indicating the excellent pyro-phototronic effect-induced
enhancement, regardless of the influence of the MXene layer’s thickness. Then, the respon-
sivity, its relative variation, and specific detectivity have been calculated and summarized in
Figure S11c–e, respectively. The corresponding results of the heterojunction with 1000 rpm
rotation speed have also been added for comparison. The results clearly show that the opti-
mized rotation speed during the spin-coating of the MXene layer is 800 rpm, possessing the
largest responsivity and its relative variation, and also similar specific detectivity compared
to the case of 1000 rpm. In the case of 500 rpm, the responsivity and its relative variation
are comparable to the case of 1000 rpm, whereas the specific detectivity is much smaller.

Because ZnO is a semiconductor material owning both pyroelectricity and piezoelec-
tricity, it is reasonable to couple the pyro-phototronic effect with the piezo-phototronic
effect in ZnO. The MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator has been further fabricated
on a flexible ITO/PET substrate with the same fabrication processes. The details can be
found in the Section 2. The responses of this flexible MXene/ZnO heterojunction nano-
generator to 254, 365, and 405 nm illuminations are derived, calculated, and summarized
in Figures S12 and S13. The pyro-phototronic effect greatly enhances the performances
in all three light wavelengths, demonstrating excellent device characteristics on a flexible
substrate. Furthermore, by integrating a 3D stage into the measurement system, compres-
sive and tensile strains can be feasibly applied to the flexible MXene/ZnO heterojunction
nanogenerator, as shown in Figure 6a. The calculation of applied strain can be found in
Figure S14 and Supporting Information. Under 59.6 µW/cm2 405 nm visible illumination,
different strains are applied to the flexible MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator
to investigate the coupling between pyro-phototronic and piezo-phototronic effects. As
clearly shown in Figure 6b, with an increase in compressive strain, the pyroelectric current
spike Ipyro gradually decreases; with an increase in tensile strain, the pyroelectric current
spike Ipyro first increases a little and then gradually decreases. Different to the pyroelectric
current spike Ipyro, photovoltaic effect-induced current Iphoto remains nearly unchanged
under different compressive and tensile strains. Figures 6c,d and S15 present the three
current components, responsivity, and specific detectivity as functions of applied strain,
showing that the coupling of piezo-phototronic and pyro-phototronic effects is valid and
can modulate the performance of the MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator, with
reductions observed at most strains. Only by applying a very small tensile strain can the
performances be improved.

The working mechanism of the cooperation between pyro-phototronic and piezo-
phototronic effects is carefully analyzed and schematically illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7a
is the energy band diagram of MXene/ZnO heterojunction under dark conditions, show-
ing a Schottky junction-type rectification energy band diagram. While a small tensile
strain is applied, a small amount of positive piezoelectric charges is produced at the MX-
ene/ZnO heterojunction interface, only slightly lowering the Schottky barrier height. Since
the Schottky barrier height is only slightly lowered due to positive piezoelectric charges,
the depletion region, as well as the electric field, is also narrowed/weakened slightly,
which has negligible influence on the response to light illumination. Meanwhile, positive
pyroelectric charges are produced at the MXene/ZnO heterojunction interface upon the
illumination, owning the same polarity of piezoelectric charges and thus enhancing the
pyroelectric current spike Ipyro, as illustrated in Figure 7b. When the tensile strain further
increases, more positive piezoelectric charges are produced at the MXene/ZnO hetero-
junction interface, reducing the Schottky barrier height significantly and even converting
the Schottky junction-type energy band diagram into Ohmic contact type. Under such
a circumstance, the electron depletion region becomes an electron accumulation region,
and the direction of the electric field reverses. Though the MXene/ZnO heterojunction
still could respond to incident light illumination, the Schottky barrier disappears. As a
result, free electrons would accumulate near the interface, weakening the effective positive
piezoelectric and pyroelectric charges and reducing Ipyro, as illustrated in Figure 7c. In
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the case of compressive strain, as illustrated in Figure 7d, negative piezoelectric charges
are produced at the MXene/ZnO heterojunction interface, increasing the Schottky barrier
height. This should be good for the generation and separation of photo-generated electrons
and holes. However, the polarities of piezoelectric charges and pyroelectric charges are
contrary, the former being negative and the latter being positive, resulting in the continuous
reduction in Ipyro. These experimental results and corresponding working mechanisms all
prove the effective coupling between pyro-phototronic and piezo-phototronic effects in the
MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerator. Further optimization towards their coupling
phenomenon is required to possess improvement in the performances instead of reduction.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, an MXene/ZnO heterojunction is demonstrated as a light energy har-
vesting nanogenerator, and the pyro-phototronic effect has been successfully introduced to
enhance the nanogenerator’s performances. For the MXene/ZnO thin-film heterojunction
nanogenerator under 365 nm UV illumination, the current can be enhanced from only a
few nanoamperes to ~−140 nA, the responsivity from ~0.1 mA/W to ~1.3 mA/W, and
the specific detectivity from 20 × 108 to 160 × 108 Jones. Moreover, the pyro-phototronic
can still work at a high temperature of 200 ◦C. Additionally, the influences of ZnO and
MXene layers have been carefully studied. The results indicate that the thicknesses of the
ZnO layer and MXene layer should be carefully chosen to optimize the pyro-phototronic
effect-induced modulation in performances. Longer ZnO NWs lead to better performance
at forward bias but weaker pyro-phototronic effect. While the MXene layer has an optimum
thickness to simultaneously enhance the carrier transportation and temperature variation
rate in ZnO. Then, the coupling of pyro-phototronic and piezo-phototronic effects has
been validated in MXene/ZnO heterojunction nanogenerators, implying that only a small
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tensile strain could improve performance. These results show the huge potential of the
pyro-phototronic effect in heterojunction-based light energy harvesting nanogenerators.

Though the reported spin-coated MXene layer could simultaneously form good Schot-
tky contact with ZnO and enhance the thermal conductivity to have a better light-induced
pyro-phototronic effect, the output current is still at the level of hundreds of nA, and the
responsivity is only a few mA/W, which significantly hinder the practical applications of
pyro-phototronic nanogenerators. Efforts should be made from developing novel pyro-
electric semiconductor materials to optimizing device structure and surface morphology
for further improvement of the output current and responsivity of the pyro-phototronic
nanogenerator. Moreover, pyro-phototronic nanogenerators generally cannot work in
high-temperature environments, since pyroelectricity is highly sensitive to temperature.
Therefore, it is also necessary to develop high-temperature pyro-phototronic nanogenera-
tors for applications in extreme environments.
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